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Enabling Engagement : Contexts and Questions

This paper addresses three main issues:
• Do reported levels of online engagement of  First Year enrolments 

predict the Numerical Grades Awarded?  
• Can an ERM “wash out”  the endogenous effects of covariate bias, 

sample selection in estimation of  an “engagement effect? 
• What are the strengths and weaknesses of the Extended Regression 

Modelling (ERM) framework in evaluation research for HE innovation?



Policy and Performance
The Rise of  “Distributed Learning”



Diversity and Delivery: the CDU Context

The Externalisation of Course Delivery 



The Flexible  Learning Response: Phasing in Online Delivery at CDU



The Research Questions: Online Activity and Student Success

I. Do increased levels of online activity exert a uniform and positive 
effect on grade levels,  after “confounding “ variables (student 
background and admission entry categories  are controlled?

II. Does an effect  (sign, size, significance)  also depend on learning 
context- External Mode, Part-time Status or Unit Type (Common 
Unit or Core Unit)?

III. How might  we infer a causal effect for exposure to and 
participation in online participation on student grades?



Estimating  Online Effect: From  Regression to Causal Inference



The Sample: Outcome, “Treatment” & Confounders



Regression Results: Linear and Non-Linear



Developing an Extended Regression Model*
The term “endogenous” is used most frequently to encompass the distorting 
confounding or “non-ignorable” effects of : 
• endogenous covariates: where a background variable which may 

have a confounding effect on response to a treatment. These need to 
be included in the estimation (cf Analysis of Covariance). 
• sample selection: where the participants in such a trial  were 

overwhelmingly drawn from a non-representative group of the target 
population (e.g. in the weightloss example, from a group that had a 
history of chronic eating disorders); 
• treatment assignment: where those who were assigned to the 

treatment group rather than the ‘control’ or non-treatment group 
were unbalanced across one or more critical dimensions (e.g. on 
ethnicity, age or gender ).

*Users are referred to similar ERM model for estimating an intervention effect for a “Fictional University” 
in Chuck Huber’s presentation at this Conference, available at https://tinyurl.com/2019CausalInference

https://eur04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftinyurl.com%2F2019CausalInference&data=02%7C01%7C%7C1f9acd88cf954798e69108d72d25e050%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637027513010558791&sdata=j7TFk7z6u4n2t%2B6Wv01nBk9ltxEmtJOqIVHk3YJMiog%3D&reserved=0


Estimating Online Effect: A Generic Framework



Building an ERM of Online Engagement Effect

These three sources of endogeneity will  be addressed within an Extended 
Regression Modelling framework. Each is followed by a research question of 
practical interest:
• Endogenous covariates In this model two covariates, Part-time Status (defined as an 

EFTSL score below .375 or one or two units  associated with each enrolment per 
semester) and External Mode of Attendance, are  identified as endogenous. 

• Sample Selection Bias The status of the lowest scoring group (FNS/DNS)* in the scale of 
Grade Awarded outcomes raises an important issue of endogeneity that precedes that of 
treatment assignment or levels of engagement. These were treated by a Heckman-type 
selection model (similar to Chuck Huber’s use of the same approach for missing data).

• Endogeneity in Assignment to Treatment - in a self-selection design, recognises that :
i. more motivated  and committed students will be more likely to have higher activity scores 

than others, even after adjustment self select to a level of online engagement;
ii. conversely, lower ability students who are more at risk of attrition or failure may be more 

likely to rely on the resources and support offered by Blackboard and other systems.



Sourcing  Endogeneity : Covariate, Engagement and Sample Selection*

* ”engage_strat5a” is multivalued “treatment”variable  defined as a five-level grouping of  of the 
means of three Learnline activity zscores.

“gradescale2” and “graded_3plus” are the dependent variables for the full sample (includes the 
DNS/FNS grades )and the “selected” sample (excludes the DNS/FNS) respectively.  



Potential  Grades at Five Levels of Online 
Engagement*

n=4,978 observations (standard error adjusted for 3,192 clusters)

*Blackboard Learnline Activity scores  – Learnline is  a compulsory learning system for all enrolments



Potential vs Observed  Outcomes 



Potential Gains: Indigenous Enrolments by Attendance Status



“Strains and Gains”: a Summary

Strains
• Causal attribution requires more sensitive discriminators for exposure vs 

participation when “treatment” (level of online engagemnt) is either compulsory 
or universal.
• Multivalued treatment scoring may complicate estimates  of marginals and 

contrasts.
• Lack of multiway vce (cluster) restricts levels of “nested” effects estimation. 

Gains 
• ERM Release 15 provides consistent estimators in a complex Higher Education 

valuation research.
• Combined auxilliary equations (with eregress) can reproduce the non-linear fit of 

an OLS cubic expansion.
• Positive treatment effects of online engagement are unevenly distributed, with 

highest potential “gains” at the lower end of observed grade distribution.                     


